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SOUND

HOME CONTR
LIGHTING

Control TVs and all your
sources from a smart device,
remote, wall panel, or with
voice control. Program pre-set
scenes to certain channels at
specific volume levels.

Control your lights from smart
devices, remote, wall panel,
or with voice control. Setup
specific lighting scenes to
coordinate with your lifestyle.
From fixtures to light dimmers
to keypads, we will discuss a
complete lighting solution.

AUTOMATIC

Control music throughout
the entire house with smart
devices, remote, wall panel,
or with voice control. Program
specific scenes with your
favorite songs.

SIMPTECH SOLUTIONS

VIDEO

Control4 premium automation solutions make you the true

With one touch, dim the lights,
play music, turn up the heat,
lock the doors, lower the
shades, and arm the security
system. Control your home from
your smartphone no matter
where you are. Setup custom
scenes like “Goodnight” or
“Party.” Setup custom responses to specific triggers like “turn
off the air conditioning” when
a window opens, or “turn on
lights” when motion is detected.
With home automation your
options are virtually limitless.

ROL
COMFORT

SECURITY

SHADES

Control your thermostat with
your smart devices, remote,
wall panel, or with voice
control. Increase energy
efficiency by setting up specific
temperature settings to fit your
lifestyle.

Arm/disarm your system and
monitor your cameras from
anywhere in the world. Setup
custom responses to alarm
activations such as locking
doors,turning on lights, lowering shades

Control the natural light
entering rooms or increase privacy at the touch of a button.
Setup custom scenes to fit your
lifestyle.

CALLY

master of your domain. Easily and intelligently control every

HOME AUTOMATION

HOME
AUTOMATION
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INFRASTRUCTURE / NETWORKING

B

A

C

D

E

PRE-WIRE & CABLING
All smart devices in your home and business connect to the internet via your network
through a hardwired or wireless connection. Laying the foundation for your network infrastructure begins with wiring. Having your pre-wire designed and installed by the experts
will insure that all of your immediate and future additions to the system will be successful.
A. CATEGORY CABLING

B. HDMI

D. FIBER OPTIC

Commonly referred to as “cat
cable,” category cable is the
standard for networking. Cat cable
carries data between switches,
routers, and hardwired devices.
In addition to transmitting data,
cat cable can provide power to
low voltage devices over the same
cable. This is referred to as “Power
Over Ethernet,” or “POE,” and in
many cases eliminates the need for
another power source.

Most commonly used to connect
media players to TVs (streaming
devices and cable boxes). High
definition multimedia interface
cable is the best for transmitting
uncompressed audio/video data
for short distances.

Most commonly used for long
cable runs and connecting network
switches. Fiber transmits data much
faster and is more durable than
copper.

C. COAXIAL

The most efficient time to wire a
building is during the construction
phase when the structure is still
exposed. We work with architects
and contractors to design the most
efficient and forward thinking
wiring layout.

Typically used for cable and
satellite service, “Coax” is best for
transmitting high frequency signals
long distances with low loss.

E. PREWIRE
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NETWORKING & WIFI
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NETWORKING & WIFI
The network is the backbone of all smart buildings. Each network system design takes into
account the physical structure, available bandwidth, budget, plus the current and future
needs of the client.

A. AV RACK
Basic components of a network
rack include: rack or cabinet,
router, switch, power conditioner,
cooling system, remote management device, and cabling.

B. WIRED NETWORK
The heart and circulatory system of
a modern smart building. Hardware included is modem, router,
switch, and cabling.
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C. WIRED & MESH
ACCESS POINTS
Smart devices wirelessly connect to
the network through access points.
Positioning of access points is very
important to insure quality wifi
coverage throughout the building.
Hardwired access point systems
are always preferred because
they are connected directly to the
network by cat cable. The use of a
Mesh Network is a good secondary option when hardwiring is not
feasible or practical for a building

or section thereof. Mesh access
points communicate wirelessly
with each other in order to find the
shortest pathway to the router.

D. MANAGEMENT
Managing and maintaining a
network is vital. Routine maintenance and service is necessary to
keep everything running smoothly.
Service plans are available.
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IN-CEILING SPEAKER
Perfect for engulfing one room
or an entire building with
sound. Most commonly used
for home theater systems and
whole house audio.

SIMPTECH SOLUTIONS

PENDANT
SPEAKER

BOOKSHELF
SPEAKER

An ideal choice for
rooms or venues with
open architecture or
high ceilings.

Perfect for placing
inside or on top of
cabinets and bookshelves.

TOWER SPEAKER
Utilized in pairs and
designed for high fidelity
sound. Great for audiophiles, audio enthusiasts,
and home theaters.

Great sound moves us in ways
that the visual alone cannot.
When great sound is paired
with high definition video it
evokes emotions that people
remember forever. We design
commercial and residential audio systems to fill a single room
or and entire campus with an
immersive audio experience.
With endless options for speakers on the market today, we
have the expertise to prescribe
the best solutions for our clients
application.

IN-WALL SPEAKER
In-wall speakers are
installed in the wall
between the stud bays.
Once installed the grill
covers are the only visible
component.

FLOOR
STANDING
SUBWOOFER
Perfect for placing on
the floor, ideally in the
corner of the room.

IN-CEILING
SUBWOOFER

IN-WALL
SUBWOOFER

Hidden without the visual
appearance of traditional
subwoofer which takes up
space in the room.

Rivaling floor standing
subwoofers, in-wall
subwoofers do not take
up any space within the
room and have a clean
appearance.

INDOOR AUDIO

INDOOR AUDIO
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On-wall speakers are mounted
externally on a wall or table top.
Packages are scalable to the
customer’s needs.

IN-WALL
In-wall and in-ceiling speakers
are hidden, taking up very little
space. Packages are scalable to
the customer’s needs.

INDOOR AUDIO (PACKAGES)

SURFACE MOUNT

INVISIBLE
An invisible speaker with a special
“mud in plate” mounted flush in
wall. This speaker is covered with
a thin layer of drywall mud and
can be painted to match the wall.

TV AUDIO

CUSTOM SOUNDBAR OR CASE
A wide range of models and designs are available to fit each
customer’s needs and desires. Custom cut to the exact length of
the TV for a clean appearance. Configurable in “left/center/
right,” “left/right” or “center channel only.”
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LANDSCAPE SPEAKER

OUTDOOR 360

PATIO SPEAKER

Available in multiple sizes, these
speakers are easily mounted in
the ground with a stake.

Omni-directional speaker that
is super durable in weather,
but still blends seamlessly into
its surroundings.

Available in multiple sizes,
these speakers are surface
mounted with swivel brackets.
Available in multiple colors.
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Enhancing your outdoor living
space with high quality sound
will bring you a renewed sense
of enjoyment and impresses
your friends and family. With
a wide variety of speaker
offerings our systems fit into the
surroundings seamlessly giving
you great sound at the grill, on
the patio, and poolside.

ROCK SPEAKER
Weatherproof and shaped like
a rock to blend in with landscaping. Available in multiple
colors.

OUTDOOR
SUBWOOFER

UNDERGROUND
SUBWOOFER

A compact sub that has a
minimal footprint. Bass makes
outdoor listening a greater
experience.

Optimize performance and
size to deliver booming sound
from a convenient source
discreetly hidden in any
landscape.

OUTDOOR AUDIO

OUTDOOR
AUDIO
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RECEIVERS

TRADITIONAL AMPS

The center to your automated home entertainment universe. Supporting all speaker configurations including Dolby Atmos surround sound.
With Dolby Atmos, sound moves around you in
three-dimensional space, so you feel like you’re
inside the action.

A traditional amp powers speakers providing sound to
any commercial or landscape outdoor project. Choosing the right traditional amp depends on the amount of
power required for each speaker.
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AMPS & RECEIVERS

SMART AMPS

APP & VOICE CONTROL

In addition to the function of a traditional amp, smart
amps have enhanced features such as WiFi connectivity, audio streaming to multiple zones, and app control.

No more need to walk over to a wall switch or to a
receiver. Control your amp with the manufacturers
smartphone app, AirPlay, your favorite music service’s app, or simply with your voice.
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ART FRAME TV
TV when its on, art when its off.
Enhance your living space with
a TV that adds premium style
and design.
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MOTORIZED
ART SCREEN

SMART FLAT
SCREEN TV

Beautiful picture frame and
custom canvas art motorized to
reveal your TV and soundbar
that is installed flush in-wall.

Technology is ever changing
with flat screen TVs. We
research and carry TVs with
the highest overall ratings for
picture, reliability, and smart
features.

Screens are the 21st century
focal point. The average American spends over 4 hours per
day looking at screens. Quality,
reliability, and appearance are
very important factors for us
when deciding to carry a particular model. We offer a wide
range of high quality displays
in order to fit every customers’
personal and professional
needs.

FIXED PROJECTOR
SCREEN

MOTORIZED
PROJECTOR SCREENS

A fixed screen is mounted on
a wall or suspended from the
ceiling. Like projectors, there
are a wide variety of fixed
screens available for each
specific application.

Out of sight and out of mind
when not in use. Motorized
screens can be installed
in-ceiling/in-floor or externally
mounted.

TVS & PROJECTORS

TVS &
PROJECTORS

PROJECTORS
There is a wide range of
projectors on the market.
We assess your space and
application to recommend
the perfect solution for your
specific need.
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OUTDOOR VIDEO

B

C

OUTDOOR VIDEO
When the weather is perfect why stay cooped up inside? Watching the game on an outdoor TV while simultaneously grilling on the patio increases the use of your outdoor living
space and keeps everyone at the party happily together. We offer a variety of tvs and
mounting solutions to enhance your outdoor living space.

A. OUTDOOR
RATED TVS

B. POP UP

Outdoor TVs are designed to
provide a superior picture under
all outdoor lighting conditions
and to survive almost anything the
elements can throw at it.

An enclosure fabricated to house
the TV inside and to protected
it from the outdoor elements. A
motorized lift inside will raise the
TV up when viewing.

C. POLE MOUNT
The Pole TV mount lets you mount
your flat-panel TV in a prominent
area. It’s ideal for use in outdoor
areas with an overhang.
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COMMERCIAL VIDEO

VIDEO WALLS
Video wall technology is becoming
increasingly popular due to its ability
to deliver seamless images, scalability
to any size or shape, and to customize
the media.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
Increase your company’s sales & enhance the customer experience with digital signage.
From commercial TVs to kiosks to touch displays we offer a wide variety of solutions for
any application.

KIOSKS & TV STANDS

COMMERCIAL TVS

Keep customers and guests informed with interactive kiosks or basic TVs
on stands. Kiosks and digital signage helps reduce the need for employees
to perform basic tasks such as providing directions, answering frequently
asked questions, checking in, and much more.

Designed for high use and
for both landscape/portrait
orientations. Commercial TVs
have better warranties than
consumer grade TVs.
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VIDEO MOUNTS

A
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MOUNTS
Installing your screen and video equipment in the optimal position makes all the difference.
We offer a wide array of video mount technology with innovative designs and outstanding
safety features. When selecting a mount, it is important to consider the visual aesthetics,
prime viewing angles, building structure, and safety factors.

A. MANTLE MOUNT

C. POP UP MOUNT

Easily pull a large flatscreen TV
down off the wall and suspend it at
eye level in front of your fireplace.

Suitable for hiding a TV in a cabinet or other custom applications.
Perfect for those who don’t want to
see TVs when not in use.

B. CEILING POLE
MOUNT

D. DROP DOWN

The ceiling TV mount lets you mount
your flat-panel TV in a prominent
area. It’s ideal for use in areas with
no wall to mount to.

Smoothly lowers large TV screens
into view at the push of a button.
Perfect for those who don’t want to
see TVs when not in use.

F. ARTICULATING
ARM MOUNT
Pull your TV out away from the wall
and angle it for ultimate viewing
from different areas of the room. A
good solution for corner mounted
TVs.

G. PROJECTOR MOUNT
Static or motorized we have the
proper mount to safely and effectively house your projector.

E. WALL MOUNT
Perfect for mounting a TV flat
on the wall or with a slight tilt to
improve the viewing angle.
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AV CABINETS

COOLING YOUR AV
We design custom furniture with our
clients input and specific styles in mind,
then engineer it for its intended purpose.

CUSTOM BUILT
CABINETS
AV cabinets are the control center
for your media room. Each feature
of our attractive cabinet designs
serves the following important
purposes:
• Cabinet ventilation
FLOATING CABINET
Our most popular item is the floating cabinet. It attaches to the wall
directly. It has no feet resting on the
ground for a sleek appearance and
ease of cleaning the floor beneath.

• Vibration dampening
• Cable management
• Storage options
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HOME THEATER

DESIGNS
We take into account each
theater’s acoustics, visual
flare, and the comfort of its
furnishings. No factor or consideration goes over looked,
leading to the most comfortable and visually stunning
theaters in the industry.

SCALE
From intimate two seat theaters
to full auditoriums we can design and build out the theater
of your dreams. Each space is
carefully assessed along with
the clients desires to perfectly
match the space.

MINI THEATERS
A single person immersive
theater experience. Perfect for
smaller spaces and people
who want less distractions.

HOME THEATER
Our home theaters provide a fantastic escape into the magical world of the movies and
other content that delights. Whether you are watching movies, taking a live yoga class, experiencing a symphony, playing video games, or enjoying a TED talk, we provide a place
in the home where the family can join together for quality time and enjoy content as it was
meant to be viewed.

CONTROL
Control lighting
scenes, audio/video
settings, and climate
control among many
other things with our
easy to use universal
remote.
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FULL BODY
MASSAGE CHAIR

INTERMEDIATE
MASSAGE CHAIR

BASIC
MASSAGE CHAIR

The Grand Daddy of all massage chairs will simultaneously
massage the neck, back, arms,
feet, calves, and stretches the
body. A full body massage
chair is the perfect way to
supercharge your daily ritual.

Take a seat, recline to zero-gravity, and enjoy as it provides a remarkable fullbody
massage.

Sit back and enjoy a dual
robot technology that can
simultaneously massage
your back and glutes to utter
perfection.

We offer custom theater seating
and state-of-the-art ergo-massage chairs. With a wide
variety of materials, colors,
padding, designs, and integrated technologies to choose
from, our seating is tailor made
to meet our client’s desired
specifications.
In addition to great aesthetics,
customers rave about how
comfortable our seating is. Our
ergo massage chairs deliver the
life-changing benefits of massage and comfort to people on
a daily basis; helping people
alleviate pain, escape stress,
and enjoy more productive
lives.

CUSTOM THEATER
SEATING
We design and sell comfortable, stylish, and quality home theater seating.
We are committed to custom designs
that match your desired decor and
ergonomic needs. Whether a single
chair, or rows of seats, our team will
make your dream a reality.

CUSTOM SEATING

CUSTOM
SEATING

RECLINER

CHAIR ACCESSORIES

Our recliners embody the
latest research and smart
ergonomics for zero gravity
recliners that promotes relief
from back pain. Powered or
manual models are available.

Available accessories: Laptop
desk, cupholder/side table,
back cover, extended foot rest,
heat kit, and wedge spanner
for connecting two chairs and
much more.
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SCENES

DIMMERS/SWITCHES

You can create lighting moods
for your home. For example;
a “Party” scene for entertaining, an “All Lights Off” scene
for bedtime, or a “Welcome
Home” scene to open your
garage and turn the walkway
lights on.

Our sleek, sophisticated dimmers not only provide elegant
control of the lighting inside
or outside of your home, but
can also be programmed to respond automatically to desired
light levels.

CUSTOM
WALL PLATES
Featuring stylish customized
wall plates to match most
decores.

Lighting is an important aspect
of interior design as it enhances the aesthetic appeal and
creates the mood and ambiance of a living space. Our
wide variety of lighting fixtures
illuminate spaces creating a
comfortable environment while
adding style to the interior
décor. All of our lighting is low
voltage LED meaning significant
energy savings for the property
owner.

ON-WALL TOUCH
SCREEN
On-wall touch screens deliver
always-on, dedicated control
over all the technology in your
home or business.

WIRELESS TOUCHSCREENS
AND DETACHABLE WALL
STATIONS
For extra convenience we have tablet
control stations that magnetically attach
to wall mounted inductive charging
docks. We also offer tabletop tablet control stations for bed stands/coffee tables.

INTERIOR LIGHTING

LIGHTING

PANELIZED LIGHTING
Rid your home of “wall acne.”
With panelized lighting we centralize your wiring, reducing the
need for an excessive number
of switches on your walls.
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SWIVEL & SPOT

PENDANT LIGHT

STEP & STAIR

A bright and focused point
source of light that swivels to
direct light where you need it.
Can be recessed or surface
mounted and are dimmable.
Available in white, RGB, and
RGBW.

Decorative pendant lights
are great for kitchen islands,
breakfast bars, dining rooms,
built-in seating areas, window
displays, and hospitality applications. Available in white,
RGB, and RGBW.

An energy efficient low voltage
solution for any indoor or
outdoor step or stair. With a
variety of styles and finishes
our step lights adds class while
fitting in to a standard gang
junction box.
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Lighting is an important aspect
of interior design as it enhances the aesthetic appeal and
creates the mood and ambiance of a living space. Our
wide variety of lighting fixtures
illuminate spaces creating a
comfortable environment while
adding style to the interior
décor. All our lighting is low
voltage LED meaning significant
energy savings for the property
owner.

LINEAR

RGB & RGBW

Linear lighting includes rope
lighting, LED tape, string
lighting, and up lighting. Best
used for wall washing, ceiling
mounted over workspaces, or
backlighting objects including
tvs, cabinetry, bars, picture
frames, and more.

RGB lights are variable and
dimmable, capable of making
millions of unique hues.
RGB+W allows for pure whites
in addition to the millions of
colored hues.

CIRCADIAN
LIGHTING
Our tunable lights mimic the
hues of natural light throughout
the day, meaning better body
rhythm and improved health.
In addition to its health benefits, circadian lighting brings
your spaces to life

INTERIOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

INTERIOR
LIGHTING
FIXTURES
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LANDSCAPE LIGHTING
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LIGHTING
Nothing enhances the look of a home like great outdoor lighting. With a wide variety of
fixtures and system designs we meet our clients required specifications while echoing the
aesthetics of the project.

A. AREA

C. IN-GRADE

E. SURFACE MOUNTED

Area fixtures offer safe illumination
for walkways and create ambiance
to highlight landscape and hardscape features along the way.

Bring the warmth of in-grade
fixtures to your design wherever
you have a need for an unobtrusive fixture. In-grade fixtures are
thoughtfully designed to blend into
even the most popular areas with
ease.

Surface-mounted fixtures provide
endless opportunities to efficiently
highlight architectural walls and
materials. They can also serve
practical purposes when mounted
above tables and seating areas.

B. DIRECTIONAL
Utilizing directional fixtures in lighting design can add a tremendous
amount of texture, contrast and
interest.

D. PENDANT
Pendant fixtures provide a gentle
glow that mimics natural moonlight.
Install above tables, walkways
and seating to softly illuminate and
highlight the area.

F. RECESSED
Incorporate recessed fixtures in
your design to increase safety, define perimeters, and softly enhance
architectural walls and stonework.
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MOTORIZED SHADES
Never manually crank again!
Shades move their position
with the touch of a button or
automatically based on needs
throughout the day.
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OUTDOOR
ROLLER SHADE

INDOOR
ROLLER SHADE

Great for creating shade and
cooling off outdoor living
spaces.

With near-silent operation,
roller shades create the perfect
light for any space or activity
without disturbing the activity
in the room.

We make shades cool for
the designer & homeowner.
Motorized shades allow you to
control the natural light coming
into a room. Automation of
shades allows for scheduling
and scene settings.
The many benefits of our motorized shading solutions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elegance & ambiance
More privacy
Saved energy
Convenience
Intuitive control
Reduced glare
Protected furnishings

MOTORIZED SHADES & AWNINGS

SHADES

MOTORIZED
AWNINGS

CUSTOM
SHADE FABRICS

CONTROL &
INTEGRATION

Turn the unusable hot asphalt
around your house into a
cool and relaxing space.
Also mount above windows
or doorways to help keep the
inside of your home cool and
shaded.

We provide fabrics for all
shade styles, giving high performance shades the beautiful
and functional fabrics our
customers deserve.

Our shades fully integrate
with home automation systems
allowing for remote control,
wall-switch control, scene
settings, and programmable
schedules.
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TURRET

DOME

BULLET

A turret camera is a popular
and versatile camera. Easy to
adjust to the perfect angle, the
turret camera is best for those
wishing to capture a wider
angle view.

Utilized at locations with a
high risk of vandalism or for
concealing the direction of the
camera.

Best for use in applications demanding very specific camera
angles and long lenses.
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Using the latest in technology
(PC or Linux based), we design
closed circuit television systems.
Our customers are homeowners
and business owners that want
to keep track of what is occurring on their property. Focused
on providing our clients a
return on their investment by increasing awareness & reducing
liability with features such as:

CAMERAS

CAMERAS

• Facial recognition
• License plate recognition
• Real-time viewing via
mobile device
• Alerts for pre-determined
triggers

PTZ
Standing for “Pan, tilt, zoom,”
great for an active operator covering a large area.
Scheduled tours can also be
programmed.

LICENSE PLATE
RECOGNITION

MOBILE DEVICE
FRIENDLY

A long lense and high frame
rate allow this camera to
capture clean images of the
license plates on moving
vehicles.

View cameras remotely on
your phone or from a desktop.
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DOOR LOCKS

A
B

C

SMART DOOR LOCKS
Smart locks allow locking/unlocking of your doors without a key from anywhere. Give
people you trust a passcode and get alerts when they come and go. Enable notifications so
that you will be alerted when your door is left unlocked.

A. KEYPAD WITH LEVER

B. DEADBOLT LOCK

C. RETRO FIT

Replaces existing door levered
door locks with with a smart lock
enabling pin code access and
home automation system integration.

Replaces existing deadbolts with a
smart lock enabling pin code access and home automation system
integration.

Automated device that works with
your existing door hardware allowing you to lock/unlock your door
via mobile phone.
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ALARM

A
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ALARM

A. ALARM PACKAGE

C. SMOKE DETECTOR

Includes alarm panel, cellular
communicator, battery backup,
keypad, door/window sensors,
motion detectors, smoke detectors,
panic button, key fob, and a high
intensity siren.

Qualifies for discount on most
homeowners insurance policies.

B. DOOR/WINDOW
SENSOR

D. MOTION DETECTOR
Used to monitor movement within
a room. A second layer of security
confirming your perimeter has been
breached.

E. GLASS BREAK
SENSOR
Detects the sound of glass breaking. Perfect for a property with pets
or regular motion occurring inside
that would falsely activate a motion
sensor.confirming your perimeter
has been breached.

The slimmest contacts in the business. Almost invisible. Custom paint
match is available.
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ACCESS CONTROL
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ACCESS CONTROL
Providing a safer environment for employees, visitors, and contractors is what we are
about. Knowing who is in your building at all times is important. Manage the level of access of each person by setting time frames and specific rooms of access.

A. ELECTRIFIED
DOOR STRIKE
Enables the electrical release of a
locked mechanical latch or bolt.

B. MAGNETIC LOCKS
Electromagnetic lock is suited for
interior doors, perimeter exit doors,
and entrances that require failsafe
emergency release capability.
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C. PANIC BAR

E. READERS

With electric latch retraction a
panic bar enables electric access
control and emergency exit capability.

Available in standard single gang
or narrow mullion.

D. ELECTRIFIED
LOCKSETS

Ranging from simple pin codes, to
more secure methods such as proximity cards, key fobs, and even
bluetooth smartphone technology.

Compliant for fire rated office
doors, corridor doors, lobby doors,
exit doors and stairwell doors.

F. ENTRY METHODS

DOORBELLS & INTERCOMS

A

B

VIDEO DOORBELL & INTERCOM
Video doorbells & door stations let you see who’s at the door and find out what they want,
even if you’re not home. We offer a wide range of models for each customer’s specific
needs and decore. Integrating with a home automation system will then allow you to
respond to the person on your porch by unlocking the door, activating lights, dropping
window shades etc...
A. DOOR STATION

B. VIDEO DOORBELL

Provides an exceptional video and
Audio Intercom experience with a
sleek design and ability to integrate
fully with home automation systems.

Offering a variety of makes and
models with many capabilities we
can meet our customers specific
needs with the perfect video
doorbell.
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